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About This Game

The game features an endless mode where you jump across trains while fighting enemies. The difficulty increases as you
progress. Earn coins as you play in order to unlock new items such as weapons and abilities to increase your highscore.

- Earn coins by playing

- Unlock new weapons

- Unlock new weapon skins

- Unlock special abilities
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Title: Trainiac
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Max Grindebäck
Publisher:
Max Grindebäck
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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ITS JUST AS I REMEMBER IT! and its FAANTASTIC!. Played on oculus rift.

This game is completely unplayable.

The driving is terrible and the controls with touch controllers are jumpy and just feel broken. The bouncy physics, high speed
and crap controls combine in a headache-inducing pinball-like experience where I just bounce into walls, respawn, bounce into
walls, respawn... etc. What should be a chill drive while listening to some good music ends up an excercise in frustration.

Love the idea but the execution is plain broken.. This is a no for me, I couldn't stand the gun play for than the 10 mins I was in
it. I like the concept of this game, but if the guns feel fake or are very clunky to use it's no good for me. If you perfer your vr
guns the way they are in games like H3VR and Onward...you might one to pass on this one.. For a game with this price, it's
amazing. Story is somewhat interesting and making me to just play more. Environments are atmospheric, and often isolate the
player. I like there is no stupid jump - scares, like in similar productions, but real scary situations. For the price that it is, I
would strongly recommend purchasing it.. cute game and if you like these kind of games check out fortix 1&2 (sorry no girls in
that one though they do have dragons)
ok i know what you want so no, there is no nudity. you do get less clothing as you unlock outfits for the girls but the last one is
normally a micro bikini and as far as i know there is no nude patch though i think this artist has done nude game\/cg and also
adds some girls from his 18+ games into these ones so your google search should be interesting.

GAMEPLAY
its what you would expect if you played this type of game before. you try to square off parts of the board and when you connect
them to the boarders you reveal that part of the picture. when doing this you also have to not touch enemies when your off your
safe space and though they can not touch you there you do need to watch out for crabs that circle the boarder but wont follow
you when your off your safe space. there are also power ups that you collect by encircling them and you'll also get points for any
enemies killed by you encircling them. revealing 75% or more of the board ends the level and yes the background counts in this
game.
unlike others games of this type you can just move off your safe space. where other games i have played you need to hold a
button to move off it. this lets you run around your jagged edges with enemies near and you not having to worry about moving
off and getting killed. your guy does glow red when hes off but its best not to move if your near a lot of edges and enemies.. So
many bugs that if it doesnt insta crash on you, its unplayable either way! not worth a penny.. no elephants
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This is pretty fantastic for those who loved DJMAX. You can swap between the angled phone-friendly display or the top-to-
bottom style. The music genres are surprisingly diverse and wonderful. Beware the squirrel party.. The game where I hate the
BOT opponent.

 PROS:

 - Art Style
 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS:

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page . A nice future-technology scifi platformer. If you are a fan of movies like
Tron, then you will be right at home here. A bit of reading at the beginning, the story progresses slowly, and the game misses
an opportunity for voice actors. But it makes up for it in the stunning visual presentation, and the graphics render quickly.
Music and sound is good and fits the setting, although I noticed a bit of crackling as the loops reset. As a fan of the Lain
series, I was skeptical whether this game could pull it off, but it is the real-deal so far. The game is very slow-paced, off-
putting, and contemplative, just like the anime.

Playing on ubuntu 19.04 with radeon mesa graphic drivers, and a xbox-type gamepad controller. The game uses the Unity
game engine, and it requires about 700MBs of installation space. Right now the game is on sale for a few bucks, and I
highly recommend checking it out. The developer made a very worthy tribute to an underrated Japanese anime series, which
you should also check out.. Like the former version Pixel Puzzles : Japan, it is not really a bad game, but it has some flaws
that make it a bad experience.

Sum up of my review :
 + rotation
 + few more or less useful functionalities (zoom, tray, shuffle, switch backgroud color)
 + corrected issue with selecting pieces in Pixel Puzzle : Japan version

 - slow
 - crabs that appear and "dance" randomly over your pieces on the board
 - no sample of the finished image
 - no music (only bird sounds)
 - buttons in the pond that hide pieces
 - water in the ponds blurs and alters the color of the pieces

 +\/- only bird images (well, that's the theme of the game, so it's good if you like birds, bad if you like diversity...)

First I'm going to review its good points (in comparison to Japan version) : There is a rotation feature, easily done (right
click while holding the piece), the problem is that right click while not holding the piece sends it back in the pond. This is not
a big problem, but it can be frustrating. Then, there are a bunch of new functionalities added, like shuffling the pieces in
the pond (which helps you locating them sometimes), zooming on the board (never used it, but it exists), switch background
color of the board, and a tray on the bottom of the screen to put pieces you don't want to loose. I also have to mention the
problems for selecting pieces in Japan version are fixed in this one, which is great.

Now, on to the bad points :
First is the slowness (I don't know if it is my computer, but even when I'm not in HQ, I have some issues with slow moving
pieces), of course the problem increases with the amount of pieces. That sometimes made me miss my clicks.
Then, I have to mention the crabs : in the previous version, you would sometimes select crabs in the pond instead of pieces.
Tha was a problem they fixed in this one : now you catch them to get "powers" : they will randomly appear ON THE BOARD
and dance on the pieces. The idea is that you can catch them and throw them into a net on the side of the screen. When you
have enough of them, you can use them to get some hints. Well, I don't really care about hints, but I care A LOT about the
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fact that damn crabs are dancing over the picture until I throw them out. And they will reappear 10 or 20 seconds later. By
the way, you CAN'T remove them in the options, because you can't do much in the options anyway.
Still no sample of what your puzzle would look like when finished (well, there is an image that fades quickly at the
beginning, but after that, you're with your memory ...
Unlike the previous opus, there is no music in this one, there are only some bird sounds in the background, so it feels a bit
empty. At least the previous game was pretty relaxing, but this one is not.
I mentioned the crabs that prevented you to pick your pieces in Japan version ? Well, there are buttons in the pond that do
pretty much the same thing : these buttons are the ones that allow the new features, like zooming or changing background
color, but they hide pieces behind them, and when you want to click on them, you often select the piece behind instead.
I also mentioned a tray to put your spare pieces you don't want to loose, well there is also a flaw in that one : the tray appears
at the bottom of the screen, and hides the top part of the pond (and obviously the pieces contained in it).

And I kept the worst for the end : The pieces in the pond are not at the surface, they're IMMERSED in it. That means that
the water blurs the details and even ALTERS THE ACTUAL COLOR OF THE PIECE ! If you want an orange piece for
instance, you will have to search for a brown one.. Nice litte story, the drawings a pretty. It's a tale of love and klutzy heros
in a 45 min short film.. I'm pretty sure I've gone through and found all possible choices and endings for this game so I feel
relatively certain I can give a proper review on the game. My feelings are somewhat mixed, there was clearly potential but a
lot of bad decisions dragged the game down for me.

The short of it: Good atmosphere, amusing characters, decent horror, very short story, bad monster, mechanics undermine
the horror and the mystery aspects of the game, very bad and time wasting mechanics to fast-forward already visited
sections.

Now the long version: I'll try and keep this spoiler free, but I may have to give away some minor plot points, nothing really
important though. I'll start with the major gripe I have with the game: the lack of fast-forwarding through conversations
you've already covered. Sure, technically there is a mechanic to fast forward, if you like clicking like a madman on your
mouse to rapidly skip through the text. The problem is that the image load screens can't be fast-forwarded, nor can certain
fixed "load" screens which always appear despite them not really loading anything other than text! You can't even save
manually so you can replay a specific choice you made. Instead you have rapidly mouse click your way through the section
from the save designers decided to put in for you until you reach it and hope to all that is holy you don't accidently press the
wrong choice again. This all creates a lot of unnecessary padding. Especially since there already exists a conventional
method to fast forward through conversations that is far more practical and used by all other VNs!

Whilst there are multiple death endings, there is only one categorically good ending and another somewhat good ending. If
you found the good ending, then congrats that's the only way you can save your teammates, every other path leads to the
death of all your teammates or the death of some of them. The good ending probably also the least informative route to take,
since you are not given any information as to what the scientists back home found on the plot item that you take back to
earth. The somewhat good ending will always occur if you don\u2019t die, even if you realise beforehand the major trick the
game is trying to pull on you. There is no way to point it out and attempt to resolve the issue unless you follow the good ending
path, and that's only because another character realises the truth and tells you something is up. It doesn\u2019t even make
sense for your character in game to have not picked up on it, unless the organisation you work for only puts fools in charge
of delicate operations.

This leads to the next issue, your choices usually end up being binary (either option will funnel you down to two non-death
endings, or lead to the death of all your team members) or being able to choose between several options, all of which result in
a slightly different flavour of the same outcome. This means the game is very short, and not very content rich since no
matter your choices, you will be railroaded down one of two paths.

Now this would all be fine if they kept to core of what the genre of the game: mystery horror. Since this is a mystery game
you would expect to be able to have bit more control over your teammates, maybe be able to ask them to look at specific items,
take photos, ask a team with you back on earth to help analyse certain pieces of information. Instead, it's completely in your
astronaut\u2019s hands as to when they decide to take the photos for you or describe to you what's going. Occasionally, you
get the option to ask for a photo or be able to ask them to look around some more, but only when the designers decide it would
be appropriate. Your teammates will even completely forget to mention side-paths that you use to reach the same room from
during a different playthrough, all in the name of funnelling you down the two non-death endings of the game. This kills
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the investigative side of the story in my opinion, as it allows the designers to obfuscate aspects of the plot so a tinge of
mystery remains as to what happened at the site of the anomaly. But did they at least do the horror right? Well, the
atmosphere is quite creepy and well executed in my opinion, so no faults there. The major problem with the horror is the
"monster", which interacts in a far more lethal manner with your team compared to how it acted with humans prior to your
teams\u2019 arrival. It just blatantly tries to kill your team for no reason that I can gather other than that's what the
designers decided monsters should do. It even inexplicably appears at moments when I know for sure it definitely shouldn't
and couldn't due to the layout of the site of the site. Very disappointing.

Now some of the good aspects: the horror is alright, the writing is decent, and the atmosphere is quite well executed. The
characters are strangely eccentric and comically unprofessional for a supposedly professional first contact team. This
however results in some light comedy to brighten the mood now and then, so I can\u2019t completely fault the designers for
going this route.

All in all, a very rough game. The price is low, so as long as you don't expect much I would say go ahead and buy it. But if
you have even the smallest of doubts, then don't waste your time.. If you're a fan of the Professor Layton games on the DS,
then give this charming title a look. Although it borrows (read: steals) a few of the mechanics from that series-- such as the
merit points awarded and finding soda cans instead of hint coins (which fulfill the same purpose)-- this is by no means a bad
thing. The world is also beautiful to look at and explore, filled with some very amusing characters with genuinely funny
dialogue. Despite the game's shortness-- with just 24 puzzles and the story included-- \u00a34 is good value for what you get,
with more promised by the developer to come soon. Despite being somewhat inferior to the Layton series, this is still worth
your time if you're craving some lighthearted puzzle action.

PROS:
+Stylish graphics make the game look great
+Charming characters with funny dialogue to boot
+Puzzles are more challenging than the art style suggests
+Cheap

CONS
-Suspiciously similar mechanics to the Layton series
-Some difficulty in clicking on soda cans when Jacob blocks view of them
-Short in length
-Writing memos can be somewhat tricky with a mouse

Overall score: 7\/10, would recommend. This is one of those games that was designed to look like retro RPG's. That should
explain the cheesy graphics. As far as the puzzles go, they are mediocre at best. The game itself has an ok storyline and is
somewhat muddled in its explanation of how things evolved to this. Not bad for a retro looker though. Some things that will
pisss alot of people off are:
1. The rate of character level up does not seem to make a difference in terms of your damage factor. There are a lot of stats
you can enhance and it does not seem to make a major difference even when you have leveled several times.

2. The abilities that you can enhance your character with suffer from the same mentioned previously.

3. Monsters are ALWAYS vastly over whelming for you to fight and will make you more aware of the previously mentioned
complaints regarding character devlopment.

4. THE DEVS DO NOT ALLOW CHEATING. THERE ARE NO CHEATS AVAILABLE AT ALL. NONE. You can't even
edit a file to cheat. There are a few links to trainers that do not work. So if you have a desire to cheat, like some people do,
you are out crap out of luck. This is guaranteed to pisss off many people and the DEV'S have stated they DO NOT CARE, so
be forewarned. This, of course, applies to all three of the Eschalon games (1,2, and 3). I am one of those people who like to
cheat occasionally and I don't need the whiney anti cheat community to tell me what I need, nor do I appreciate DEV'S who
don't care about it either. Tired of this cry baby anti cheat coommunity. If you don't like to cheat, then don't cheat. Plain
English, but don't make it impossible for people to do it in game or you are going to lose quite a few sales. This alone has
caused me to refuse any purchases form these DEV'S until they change.
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In summary, this was not a bad game at all. It was nothing revolutionary either, but still not bad. I did manage to beat it
without cheats, but it pisssed me off that the DEV's pulled this crap. If you don't like being forced to play without cheats,
don't buy the follow up games, because you can not cheat in them either.

GAME TIPS: Make monsters chase you to any border and then stand and fight. I usually run around the map and get 4-5 to
follow me.If they beat you up badly simply walk through the border to enter a screen refresh and then camp until you are
healed. Monsters will never follow you, but instead wait for you over the border. Walk back over the border and they will still
be there with the same damage you gave them before. When camping, count to 4 seconds by watching the time of day clock
and then stop the campng. Then redo it again by hitting the camp button. This will prevent the game from spawning monsters
on you while you camp. If you over extend your welcome while camping, the game spawns powerful monsters to wear you
down again so count 4 seconds on the time of day clock and then stop. Re camp until health is filled and then save the game.
When you restart you will have all your health again. SAVE SAVE SAVE. That should help alot, of course the easiest way to
help you is reccommend you ignore this game and buy something way better, and believe me there are WAY better games. It
wouldn't surprise me if the game DEV's release a patch that disallows these exploits too, lol.. Uplink did a better job being a
game about hacking computers. This is all just clicking on stuff and not actually thinking. It's also buggy as hell (the main
interface randomly disappears).

Avoid!. i was playing the game i was far in the game
but today i started the game and it appear as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing demo WTF!
not only that it removed my progress and cannot play the full game anymore
tried to delete and reinstall it didnt work
i paid the game and they removed my ability to play the game!
never seen something like that!!
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